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This is my second month of working for LTS. I was assigned 12 hrs and worked all of them.
The CNCF mission to "get the code out there" makes end users a priority at KubeCon + CloudNativeCon Europe 2021

The pandemic has brought cloud native into the mainstream, accelerating the adoption of digital business across industries and in businesses from neighborhood mom-and-pop stores to global mega-corporations. It's more than a surface change; companies that traditionally identified as part of the automotive, transportation or even finance industries now have software as their core.

"The dynamics have really changed," said Brian Gracely, senior director of product strategy at Red Hat Inc. OpenShift. "[Enterprise] has looked at Silicon Valley for years, and now they're modeling it?it is really, really interesting in terms of how far that whole software is eating the world thing is materialized in every industry."

RedHat Inc.'s State of Enterprise Open Source report has charted the steady rise of open source software use in the enterprise. Out of the information technology leaders surveyed for the 2021 report, 90 percent report adopting open source software for their business, with most use around the key areas of infrastructure modernization, application development, and digital transformation.

**Power Your Agile Data Platform with SUSE Rancher and MongoDB Enterprise Advanced**

In an earlier article of this agile data platform series, we looked at streamlining your IT landscape and gaining agility, performance and cost savings with SUSE Linux Enterprise and Microsoft SQL Server.

In this article, we move from the traditional enterprise database into the cloud native realm with SUSE Rancher and MongoDB Enterprise Advanced.

**NVIDIA 465.27 Linux Driver Brings Expanded Laptop GPU Support - Phoronix**

NVIDIA today released their 465.27 Linux driver as the newest stable build in this current driver series.

Earlier this month the NVIDIA 465 series debuted as stable with an assortment of improvements and new features. Today's NVIDIA 465.27 is just an incremental step past that.

**Linux Format: SERVER UPGRADE WARNING!**

After 12 years of uninterrupted, smooth service, the stalwart Linux Format server is being put out to pasture in the great server farm in the sky.
SETI Institute Announces Recipients of SETI Forward Award for Undergraduates

She helped implement the signal processing software, GNU Radio, at the Allen Telescope Array under the mentorship of Steve Croft, Alex Pollak, and Derek Kozel.

Tender to implement Curl based HTTP/WebDAV UCP (#202104-01)

The Document Foundation (TDF) is the charitable entity behind the world’s leading free/libre/open source (FLOSS) office suite LibreOffice.

We are looking for an individual or company to implement Curl based HTTP/WebDAV UCP.

The work has to be developed on LibreOffice master, so that it will be released in the next major version.

The task consists of addressing two problems. All of the mentioned features and requirements are a mandatory part of this tender and therefore have to be part of the bid. This tender does not contain any optional items.